Over the Hill and Down!

It was such a pleasure to welcome our friend, Lee, from New
Mexico aboard ”Otter” for the first time. He has shared many
adventures with us on Havana. He proved to be an able lockhand, too! In fact, he liked it so much, he came back for a
second week! And so we reached the downhill stretch which is
so gentle, you barely know you´re moving down the 2.5 m. per
lock. Stops ranged from quiet canal banks to a kind of
motorway stop with boats! Ad it´s so green! An alleyway of 62
chestnut trees, the largest 45 m high and 4.17m around line the
path up to the monument to Riquet who built the canal.

The weather settled, the villages were hot and sleepy….until we hit Toulouse!

And Toulouse rocks!!!!

With its population of 446,200, Toulouse is France´s fourth largest city. It is
known as “La Ville Rose” because of all the beautiful pinkish-red brickwork in
the city´s many elegant mansions and monuments. It´s vibrant, colourful, and
packed with fantastic museums and churches, not to mention the elegant
wide boulevards, parks, and narrow funky shopping streets. The huge façade
of the Capitole Building on the main square stretches for 128 m. It is also
home to a large university so there is plenty of life at all hours. Especially
when you get caught up in the middle of the Gay Pride parade! We had
plenty of time, so we stayed for a week!

Don´t miss the Basilique St. Sernin with its soaring vault and gold relics, the tranquility of the
Dominican Conventual des Jacobins with its palm tree arches and 14C paintings, the Musee
des Augustins with its funky display of Roman column heads and howling gargoyles, and the
Foundation Bomberg where I watched a class of 5 year olds sit enraptured as their teacher
explained a Monet. No wonder the French are such a cultured lot!

Toulouse is also the heart of the French aviation and aerospace industry. Over 80,000 people are
employed in the industry and related industries. Flight pretty much started here! It was here that
Concorde was developed here and it is now the home of the Airbus A380. At their fantastic space
museum, “Cite de l´Espace”, they exhibit the whole history of flight using entertaining hands-on
exhibits. We got to walk through Concorde (looking so dated now) and across the transparent
floors of an Airbus to see all the mechanics and wiring that you´d perhaps really rather not see!
The Airbus Guppy transport plane is so enormous, you just can´t believe it. Many other classic
planes are there-big and small, watch informative films, try the simulators, see the cockpits up
close….and there was the added bonus of a Tintin exhibition! A brilliant day!

How the other half lives! This is what´s behind those curtains on the
Airbus 380. Beyond first class!
It was great to have you along, Lee! We made it along the whole Canal du Midi. Now it´s on to the
quieter Canal de la Garonne…..

